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Translational Model to Predict Pulmonary
Pharmacokinetics and Efficacy in Man for Inhaled
Bronchodilators
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Translational pharmacokinetic (PK) models are needed to describe and predict drug concentration-time profiles in lung tissue
at the site of action to enable animal-to-man translation and prediction of efficacy in humans for inhaled medicines. Current
pulmonary PK models are generally descriptive rather than predictive, drug/compound specific, and fail to show successful
cross-species translation. The objective of this work was to develop a robust compartmental modeling approach that captures
key features of lung and systemic PK after pulmonary administration of a set of 12 soluble drugs containing single basic,
dibasic, or cationic functional groups. The model is shown to allow translation between animal species and predicts drug
concentrations in human lungs that correlate with the forced expiratory volume for different classes of bronchodilators. Thus,
the pulmonary modeling approach has potential to be a key component in the prediction of human PK, efficacy, and safety for
future inhaled medicines.
CPT Pharmacometrics Syst. Pharmacol. (2018) 7, 147–157; doi:10.1002/psp4.12270; published online 27 December 2017.

Study Highlights

WHAT IS THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE

TOPIC?
� Most pulmonary PK models are descriptive rather

than predictive, often single-drug specific and have not

been qualified by across animal scaling to show ade-

quate predictions of preclinical lung profiles after pul-

monary administration.

WHAT QUESTION DID THIS STUDY ADDRESS?
� The need of a modeling approach for soluble inhaled

drugs capable of capturing PKs in the lungs and blood,

allowing translation across species and prediction of

clinical efficacy and safety in man.

WHAT DOES THIS STUDYADD TO OUR KNOWLEDGE?
� Demonstrates utility of a compartmental model that
describes key features of preclinical lung and systemic
PK after pulmonary drug administration. The model-
predicted drug levels in human lungs were shown to
correlate with efficacy, which supports the use of the
model for estimating the human therapeutic dose.
HOW MIGHT THIS CHANGE DRUG DISCOVERY,
DEVELOPMENT, AND/OR THERAPEUTICS?
� The translational modeling approach is shown to be
valuable in rationalizing clinical lung function efficacy
data for a range of inhaled bronchodilators, and pro-
vides drug discovery and development with a tool to
assess and select future inhaled medicines.

Inhaled drug therapy is used for targeting the lung while

minimizing systemic exposure in order to improve the

benefit/risk margin for treatments of respiratory disease.1 A
translational modeling approach capturing the pharmacoki-
netics (PKs) in both blood and lung after pulmonary deliv-
ery across species would be a valuable tool in the pursuit
of novel inhaled therapeutics. To our knowledge, most of
the available empirical compartmental or more mechanistic
physiologically based pharmacokinetic models2 have not
been evaluated to characterize lung PKs and efficacy. A
notable exception is the work of Ericsson et al.,3 which pro-
vides a framework for prediction of the human therapeutic
inhaled dose, and, although reasonably successful for bron-
chodilators, it delivers in contrast to the present work no
further evaluation for the cross-species translatability of an

underlying lung PK model and no attempt was made to
further quantitatively link PK to a measure of clinical effi-
cacy. There is a wealth of preclinical and clinical efficacy
data available for bronchodilators, with clinical efficacy mea-
sured by forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) in
patients with respiratory diseases. Combining the efficacy
data with lung PK modeling presents a unique opportunity
to establish the first bronchodilator lung pharmacokinetic/
pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) relationship which, in contrast
to existing lung PK/PD models,4–7 is driven by predicted
lung concentrations from a validated translational PK model
instead of retrospectively being optimized to best fit the
measured effect.

Inhaled bronchodilators display pulmonary PK behavior
associated with their physicochemical properties, which
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drive lung tissue retention and half-lives, ranging from the
rapidly absorbed single basic/quaternary amine drugs (e.g.,
terbutaline, salbutamol, and ipratropium) to recently devel-
oped dibasic amines (e.g., batefenterol and AZD3199) with
lung half lives in the order of days.8,9 In order to success-
fully capture these diverse lung retention behaviors, a com-
partmental model is required, where some of its parameters
can be linked to actual physiology (e.g., lung weight, protein,
and lung tissue binding) in order to allow for a successful
cross-species translation. Modeling preclinical data as a
starting point offers the advantage of being data rich (lung
and plasma PK) for many different inhaled pharmacological
agents as well as facilitating the evaluation of cross-species
translation (e.g., rat to dog) via an appropriate scaling of the
modeled PK parameters. The first original work directed
toward the scaling of a preclinical model developed to pre-
dict events after pulmonary drug delivery was that of Jones
et al.10 Their preclinical compartmental rat model was
scaled to make reasonable predictions for the plasma expo-
sure after inhalation of various neutral and basic drugs in
humans. However, it only allowed for a mono-exponential
decline in pulmonary drug levels, which is an oversimplifica-
tion, in particular for basic compounds.9,11 In addition, no
further attempt was made to predict the actual lung concen-
trations, a consequence of the absence of any lung PK data
in the model development.

The objective of the current study was to develop a multi-
compartmental model to capture key features of both

plasma and lung PK profiles after pulmonary and i.v.

administration of a wide range of soluble bronchodilator
drugs (chemically classified as either amines or quaternary

amines) to rats and to assess the cross-species translat-
ability of the model using available plasma and lung PK

data from intra-tracheal (i.t.) dosed dogs. Finally, the ability
of using the model to predict human plasma profiles for 12

inhaled drugs (primarily bronchodilators) and explore their
pulmonary PK/PD relationships was investigated.

METHODS
Study design for animal experiments
All experimental procedures were performed in accordance

with UK Home Office regulations under the Animals (Scien-
tific Procedures) Act 1986. The in vivo PK profiles, including

pulmonary PK, for all investigated bases and quaternary
amines were acquired in male Sprague-Dawley rats and, for

a selection of compounds, also in male Beagle dogs after
both bolus i.v. and i.t. administration of solutions (Table 1). To

allow for a more peripheral deposition, typical for inhaled dos-

ing, 100–200 ml air was injected behind 0.5 mL/kg of the i.t.
dosed phosphate buffered (pH 7.4) saline solution (more

information about analytics etc. is available in the Supple-
mentary Material). The preclinical efficacy studies, from

which also pulmonary PK was acquired, were carried out in
male Dunkin Hartley guinea pigs, a well characterized spe-

cies for studying pulmonary pharmacology15 the i.t. dose
response for the compounds (except AZD4818 and terbuta-

line) was established via measurement of the inhibition of his-

tamine (beta-2 agonists) or methacholine (muscarinic
antagonists) induced bronchoconstriction given 2 hours after

a compound dose or in case of dual muscarinic antagonist/

beta-2 agonists (MABAs) after both histamine and metha-

choline challenge (for a detailed description see Supplemen-

tary Material). In addition, total lung concentrations for all 12

compounds were measured (see Bioanalytical Method) and

combined with the other data in one joint dataset. To these

data, a sigmoidal maximum effect (Emax) model was fit with

the maximum effect fixed at 100% (Eq. 1) and the determined

half-maximal inhibitory lung concentration (IC50) values used

to normalize the predicted lung concentrations in the follow-

ing lung PK/PD analyses, in which the predicted lung concen-

trations were divided by the corresponding IC50.

%Effect5
100% 3 Lung Concentrationgamma

ICgamma
50 1 Lung Concentrationgamma

� � (1)

Determination of unbound fraction in plasma and lung

tissue homogenate
The unbound drug fractions in either plasma or homoge-

nized lung tissue were obtained from in vitro equilibrium

dialyses experiments16 (see Supplementary Table S1).

BIOANALYTICAL METHOD
Compartmental model structure
The key features of pulmonary PK that were revealed by

experimental determination of lung and plasma concentra-

tions after both i.t. and i.v. dosing led to the conception of

the compartmental model structure shown in Figure 1a.

The systemic PK is described by a serial three-

compartmental model (compartments 1, 4, and 5) linked to

two serial lung compartments (compartments 2 and 3; Fig-

ure 1b). Measured plasma concentration of drugs is repre-

sented by compartment 1. Measured lung concentration of

drugs is represented by the sum of amounts in both lung

compartments (compartments 2 and 3) divided by the phys-

iological lung volume. Omission of a model description of

dissolution of lung deposited material (after i.t.) is justified

by the high solubility of the compounds. Equally, a model

description of a mucociliary clearance route for solid par-

ticles was not included. The central lung compartment

(compartment 2) is the dosing compartment for i.t. adminis-

tration wherein the unbound drug is instantly available for

further distribution. The lung compartment 3, which is lack-

ing a defined volume, describes immobilized drug contained

in a deep compartment of an as of yet undefined physiolog-

ical identity (see Discussion).
Compartments 4 and 5 represent drug distribution in all

other tissues, and are identical in structure to compartments

for the lung tissue. The distribution between the compart-

ments is governed by unbound distributional clearances,

with the exception of drug transfer out of the deep compart-

ments 3 and 5, in which rate constants k32 and k54 are used

because these compartments represent subcellular compart-

ments that are not assigned specified volumes. All the

unbound drug distribution clearances in the final model oper-

ate on unbound drug concentrations, parameterized as the

product of the drug amounts in compartments 1, 2, and 4

and relevant unbound fractions, and divided by the
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compartmental volumes. Rate constants k32 and k54 were
assumed to have equal values because it was assumed that
the distribution from these deep tissue compartments is gov-
erned by similar physiological processes in all tissues
(including the lungs). Finally, drug elimination occurs from
compartment 1 and is parameterized by the plasma clear-
ance (CL). The complete five-compartmental model included
the physiological lung volume (V2) and measured unbound
fractions in plasma (fu1) and lung tissue homogenate (fu2) as
fixed constants and is represented by the following five differ-
ential equations:

dA1

dt
5CLD12fu2

A2

V2

� �
1CLD14

0fu4=V4
0A42 CL1CLD12fu11CLD14fu1ð Þ A1

V1

� �

(2)

dA2

dt
5CLD12fu1

A1

V1

� �
1k32A32 CLD121CLD23ð Þfu2

A2

V2

� �
(3)

dA3

dt
5CLD23fu2

A2

V2

� �
2k32A3 (4)

dA4

dt
5CLD14fu1

A1

V1

� �
1k32A52 CLD141CLD45ð Þ0fu4=V4

0 A4 (5)

dA5

dt
5CLD45

0fu4=V4
0 A42k32A5 (6)

Thus, the fu2 constant simply describes nonspecific binding
in the central lung compartment 2, as drugs in the so-
called deep compartment 3 was assumed to be liberated
during the homogenization of lung tissue. Strong covari-
ance between V4 and fu4 was observed in earlier modeling

Figure 1 (a) Structure of the compartmental model for simultaneous fitting to lung and plasma concentration time profiles of i.v. and i.t.
dosed rats. (b) Serial three-compartmental model for fitting to plasma concentration time profiles of i.v. dosed rats. CL, clearance.

Table 1 Physicochemical properties and in vivo doses for selected bases and quaternary amines.

Drug Ion class Solubilitya, mM LogD7.4
b pKa

c

i.v./i.t. doses

in the rat, mg/kg

i.v./i.t. doses in

the dog, mg/kg

Salmeterol Base >380 2.2 9.1 14/18 –

Formoterol Base 600 0.49 8.4 15/14 10/5

Salbutamol Base >2,900 21.9 9.2 1,064/15 –

Terbutaline Base 6,830 21.5 9.3 1,038/1080 500/50

Indacaterol Base 25 2.8 8.3 1,000/15 –

Tiotropium QA >2,800 <-1.3 NA 10,000/53 80/0.7

Ipratropium QA >9,140 21.0 NA 1,000/1,002 –

Glycopyrronium QA >4,050 0.12d NA 282/8.1 –

AZD2115 Dibase 650 2.1 8.7/7.6 769/6.6 –

Batefenterol Dibase 28 3.1 10/7.3 597/1.2 –

AZD4818 Dibase >2,500 0.90 8.4/6.2 258/10.8 –

AZD3199 Dibase 2,510 2.3 9.5/7.1 1,000/15.7 –

LogD, logarithm of the distribution coefficient; NA, not applicable; QA, quaternary amine.
aSolubility in phosphate buffer at pH 7.4, for method see ref. 12.
bOctanol/water partition coefficient when aqueous phase is at pH7.4, for method see ref. 13.
cFor method, see ref. 14.
dClogP.
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and was shown to be a result of the model being structur-
ally unidentifiable (i.e., only the fraction of fu4/V4 could be
determined). To render the final model at least structurally
locally identifiable, this fraction was lumped into one param-
eter denoted with “fu4/V4” as the two parameters always
appeared as a fraction in the model (for details see Sup-
plementary Material and Supplementary Model Code).

Constants and initial estimates in a three-step
approach
For robust model fitting, some model parameters were fixed
based on prior information. Physiological parameters were
fixed based on literature and in-house values; the physiologi-
cal lung volume (V2) was set to the constant value of 6 mL/
kg body weight for the rat, based on in-house experimental
rat data, which is consistent with literature values.17 Drug
parameters, including systemic plasma CL, unbound frac-
tions in both plasma and lung homogenate (fu1 and fu2,
respectively) were fixed to their experimentally measured val-
ues. All other parameters were fitted using initial estimates
obtained via a three step approach; step 1: analysis of
plasma PK after i.v. dosing via fitting to a serial three-
compartmental model to obtain micro-constants k12, k21, k23,
and k32 (Figure 1b); step 2: determination of the initial slope,
terminal slope, and intercept from an analysis of the bi-pha-
sic lung profiles after i.t. dosing (Supplementary Table S2);
and step 3: derivation of initial parameter estimates from
equations involving parameter values obtained from previous
steps (Supplementary Material and Table S3).

Modeling and software
For each compound, the compartmental model was fitted
simultaneously to available individual and naively pooled
drug concentration data from both plasma and lung sam-
ples obtained after i.t. and i.v. dosing, using the constants
and initial estimates as defined above (assumed that all
data came from one, the typical, individual; hence, the anal-
ysis is na€ıve with respect to the information regarding to
which data belong to which individual). The weighting
scheme was of a multiplicative nature in all cases, because
measured plasma and lung concentration data are both
believed to have a constant coefficient of variation. Phoenix
64 WinNonlin (Certara, NJ) was used for all the performed
modeling.

Cross-species scaling; simulation of dog and human
PK
Scaling of the rat model to the dog and human compart-
mental models was performed by substituting measured
dog and human values for clearance, unbound fractions in
blood plasma, and the physiological lung volume. Rate con-
stants k32 and k54, were assumed to be conserved across
species equally so the volume V1 and “fu4/V4” and the latter
is in agreement with allometric rules, considering that the
exponent to scale a volume of distribution is typically
assumed to be unity. CLD12 and CLD23 were recalculated in
relation to literature values of the physiological lung volume,
in which underlying rate constants were considered con-
stant. Unbound distribution clearances CLD14 and CLD45

were allometrically scaled from the rat10,18 (Eq. 7; Supple-
mentary Table S3):

dog or human CLD5rat CLD3
dog or human Body weight

rat Body weight

� �0:75

(7)

where the bodyweights of 0.25, 15, or 70 kg were used for
rat, dog, and human, respectively. In the dog, with the i.t.
dose input, the complete dose was modeled as being

administered to the lung with no swallowed component and
the model was used to simulate the drug concentration-
time profiles for both plasma and lungs. In contrast to i.t.
dosing, following inhaled dosing in a human, a fraction of

the total inhaled dose may be swallowed and absorbed
from the gastro-intestinal tract, which was accounted for in
the model (Supplementary Material and Table S4).

Human pulmonary efficacy of bronchodilators
The clinical effect of bronchodilator drugs on lung function
(forced expiratory volume in 1 second, FEV1 determined by
spirometry) in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary

disease for a variety of dose regimens were obtained from
published studies (Supplementary Table S5) or in-house
in case of AZD2115 (clinicaltrials.gov no. NCT01498081
and NCT02109406) and AZD4818. These latter studies

were performed in accordance with the ethical principles
that have their origin in the Declaration of Helsinki and
that are consistent with the International Conference on
Harmonisation/Good Clinical Practice and applicable regu-

latory requirements and the AstraZeneca policy on Bioeth-
ics. The reported mean values for the placebo-corrected
changes in trough FEV1 from baseline were directly linked
to the predicted total lung concentrations at trough obtained

via simulation of relevant dose regimens with the human
compartmental model. Potency-normalization was achieved
through division of predicted total lung concentrations by
the pharmacological total lung IC50 values obtained from

the aforementioned in vivo guinea pig model. In order to
establish sufficient ground to perform such a direct inter-
species scaling, human and guinea pig in vitro potencies
were obtained from published literature values. These

experiments involved the measurement of relaxation of ace-
tylcholine or carbachol precontracted isolated bronchial
rings or lung slices (Table 219–26). Finally, pulmonary PK/
PD relationships were obtained by fitting simple Emax mod-

els, for each bronchodilator class, to the normalized pre-
dicted lung concentration and trough efficacy data, which
for many compounds included efficacy data after both sin-
gle and multiple administrations and at various dose levels.

RESULTS
Modeling of rat plasma and lung profiles
The PK datasets generated in this study share some
unique features identified for these types of soluble bases

and quaternary amines: often biphasic profiles in both
plasma and lung irrespective of dosing route (i.v. or i.t.) and
a clear first-pass loading of drugs in the lungs following i.t.
dosing, which resulted in 10–400-fold higher lung drug con-

centrations compared to systemic dosing at near equivalent
plasma exposures (Supplementary Material Raw Data).
The developed compartmental model captured all these
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characteristics after a simultaneous model fit and provided
an acceptable description of the total plasma and lung con-
centrations for all compounds (Figure 2). The quality of the
simultaneous model fits was supported by the low to
medium values for the coefficient of variation (<35%) asso-
ciated with the majority of the modeled parameters (Sup-
plementary Table S6) and the absence of any discernible

pattern in the obtained residuals (analysis not shown). In
addition, a sensitivity analysis further confirmed that small
perturbations in optimized parameter estimates were cause
for significant changes in the objective function value as
determined by the likelihood-ratio test (significance level of
0.05).

Translation of rat model to dogs and humans
The translatability of the compartmental rat model to dogs
was supported by agreement between observed and pre-
dicted PK profiles (Figure 3). The published and in-house
PK data in healthy volunteers for the 12 drugs demon-
strates the ability of the rat model to predict human plasma
PK profiles. Visual inspection of the predicted and observed

PK data (Figure 4) shows an overall good performance in
describing the human plasma profiles with predicted peak
plasma concentration (Cmax) and last measured concentra-
tion (Clast) deviating less than twofold from the observed
values in almost all of the cases without any outliers (Sup-
plementary Table S7).

Preclinical and clinical PK/PD assessment
The estimated in vivo potencies of the bronchodilator com-
pounds in the guinea pig, in terms of the total lung concentra-
tions required to cause 50% inhibition of bronchoconstriction
(guinea pig IC50), are shown in Table 2.19–26

The same table also highlights a relatively high degree of
concordance between the reported guinea pig and human
in vitro potencies, thus establishing the basis for the subse-

quent interspecies scaling of the in vivo total lung potency.
The clinical pulmonary efficacy measures, the placebo cor-
rected change in FEV1 from baseline at trough were plotted
against the compartmental model predicted trough total
lung concentrations. There is a correlation between efficacy
and lung concentration for each individual drug (Figure 5a)

but the correlation for all the drugs was improved follow-

ing correction for individual drug pharmacological in vivo

potency measured in the guinea pig (Figure 5b). The

subsequent modeling of trough PK/PD relationships (Fig-

ure 5c) resulted in good model fits for each pharmacolog-

ical class and revealed that half-maximal clinical response

was associated with predicted lung concentrations that were

45–80% of the guinea pig model total lung IC50 in the case

of muscarinic antagonists and MABAs (defined as ER50: the

ratio of predicted human lung concentration/guinea pig IC50

that is associated with 50% of maximum improvement in

trough FEV1; Figure 5c). Interestingly, for beta-2 agonists,

the guinea pig model lung IC50 seemed to be �10-fold

higher than the lung concentration required to elicit half-

maximal response in patients with chronic obstructive pulmo-

nary disease (Figure 5c). The increased clinical effect for

multiple dosing compared to single dosing observed for sev-

eral of the drugs was closely matched by the predicted accu-

mulation in lung concentrations. After once daily dosing, the

predicted accumulation of lung trough levels after multiple

dosing ranged from 1.3–2.6-fold for glycopyrronium (25 mg)

and indacaterol (300 mg), respectively, with an associated

increase in FEV1 of around 40 mL and up to 15-fold for bate-

fenterol (800 mg) with an even larger increase in FEV1 at

around 100 mL (see arrows in Figure 5c and Supplemen-

tary Table S5).

DISCUSSION

A compartmental modeling approach was shown to describe

rat plasma and lung PK data for soluble drugs after pulmo-

nary administration. Translatability of the model was demon-

strated for dog and human data. The model adequately

described the typical characteristics for a set of 12 soluble

drugs belonging to different ion classes in which the majority

of the i.t. dose was rapidly absorbed, occasionally within

minutes and typically within a half an hour after administra-

tion. The model also captured the observed higher terminal

phase lung concentrations after i.t. dosing (compared to i.v.)

via a first pass loading of the deep lung compartment.

Table 2 In vitro and in vivo potencies for bronchodilators.

Drug Drug class

In vivo guinea pig total

lung IC50, nM (%CV)a

In vitro guinea

pig trachea pIC50

In vitro human

bronchi pIC50

Salmeterol BA 36 (48) 7.719/7.520 7.321/8.122

Formoterol BA 3.0 (37) 8.819 9.121/8.721/8.823

Salbutamol BA 90 (34) 6.719 6.421/6.922

Indacaterol BA 66 (75) 7.719 6.622/7.424

Tiotropium MA 4.7 (14) 9.125 9.525

Ipratropium MA 0.84 (25) 8.625 9.525

Glycopyrronium MA 10.4 (18) 9.025 8.424/10.425

AZD2115 MABA 126 (24) NV NV

Batefenterol MABA 33 (32) 8.026 NV

AZD3199 BA 895 (39) 8.019 NV

BA, beta-2 agonist; CV, coefficient of variation; IC50, half-maximal inhibitory concentration; MA, muscarinic antagonist; MABA, muscarinic antagonist/beta-2

agonist; NV, no value; pIC50, negative logarithm of the IC50 value in molar.
aDerived from fitting a sigmoid maximum effect (Emax) model to the lung efficacy - concentration data with Emax fixed at 100%.
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Figure 2 Observed individual plasma (circles) and lung concentrations (diamonds) with model-fitted time profiles (solid lines) after i.t.
and i.v. administration to rats. Plasma concentrations are colored red (after i.t.) or orange (after i.v.) and corresponding lung concentra-
tions are either blue (after i.t.) or green (after i.v.).
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Finally, also the large span in the observed terminal lung
half-lives was satisfactorily captured by the fitted lung model
parameters. These results also provide a further rational/
basis for the inclusion of multiple lung compartments in the
population modeling of inhaled basic/cationic drugs, as
already implemented for oladaterol27 and glycopyrronium.28

The presented pulmonary modeling approach should be
used, not as a standalone, but combined with established
methods10 for the prediction of clearance, oral bioavailability,
and oral absorption rate constants to predict the human PK
after a pulmonary delivery. With the integration of lung PK
predictions and guinea pig pharmacology data, it was possi-
ble to model the clinical efficacy data for a broad range of
bronchodilators. This suggests that the described modeling
approach could have utility for the prediction of human
inhaled dose and regimen for soluble molecules regardless
of chemical class.

Compartmental model structure
The typical biphasic absorption from the lungs indicates the
presence of a mechanism that retains part of the adminis-
tered dose within the lung tissue. The model captured this
through the use of a deep compartment from which drug
release is slow relative to drug transfer into this compart-
ment and between the lungs and the blood. The serial
arrangement of these lung compartments and the similar
setup for other tissues is essential in allowing an adequate
description of the PK profiles and to describe a first pass
loading of the lung tissue. This phenomenon is assumed to
be the main driver for the increase in lung to plasma drug
concentration ratio after lung delivery compared to i.v. dos-
ing. Finally, parameters for capturing the unspecific binding
in the lungs and the rest of the body, respectively, fu2 and
fu4 (as part of “fu4/V4”), are likely correlated, and could even
be presumed to be similar, although this would not affect
the observed modeling performance and, in such a sce-
nario, V4 would become a separate parameter.

The nature of the deep compartment
This preferential loading of a lung subcompartment could
be due to lysosomal trapping as a result of the pH differ-
ence between cytosol (pH 7.2) and lysosomes (pH 5). This
has previously been used as an explanation for increased

tissue (including the lungs) concentration and consequently

longer half-lives for basic drugs2,8 and, therefore, represents

a plausible explanation for this reservoir. However, making

physiological sense for basic drugs would not explain the

behavior of the quaternary amines (tiotropium, ipratropium,

and glycopyrronium), which are devoid of any ionizable cen-

ters and possess a permanent positive charge. These drugs

might be retained due to a significantly slower passive cellu-

lar permeability or simply a result of active and drug

concentration-dependent epithelial cell uptake, as all investi-

gated quaternary amines are OCT1 substrates,29 which is

expressed in the lungs.30 This would have the effect of

causing greater drug retention in the lung after pulmonary

administration compared to when dosed systemically.

MODELING OUTCOME
Translation of the compartment model
The translation of the model from rat to dog involved direct

scaling of the unbound lung clearances CLD12 and CLD23 in

relation to the increased physiological lung volume. This

resulted in an adequate prediction of both the plasma and

lung profiles for two bases (terbutaline and formoterol) and

the one quaternary amine (tiotropium) after i.t. dosing to

dogs. Similarity between rat and dog in lung retention, as

indicated by these results, provides further confidence in

the translatability of the model to man, in particular in the

prediction of pulmonary PK. Indeed, the simulated human

plasma profiles after inhalation with the scaled model were

generally similar to the observed data. The successful vali-

dation of the translatability of the model from rat to dog and

the adequate prediction of human plasma profiles (see

Supplementary Table S7) after inhalation builds confi-

dence in using the predicted human lung PK in analyses of

observed bronchodilator lung efficacy.

Predicting efficacy of the inhaled bronchodilators
The predicted potency-normalized trough lung concentra-

tion was found to correlate with the placebo corrected

change in FEV1 from baseline to a significant degree for

the various bronchodilators, regardless of the pharmacolog-

ical action (beta-2 agonist or muscarinic antagonist). This

Figure 3 Observed averaged plasma (red) and individual lung (blue) concentrations (circles) with model-simulated time profiles (solid
lines) in dogs after i.t. dosing.
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Figure 4 Observed human plasma concentrations (circles) vs. time after inhalation and simulated plasma and lung concentration time
profiles (solid lines) based on the scaled compartmental model. Plasma concentrations are red colored and lung concentrations are
blue.
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positive result coming from the combination of guinea pig

derived PD (total lung IC50s) with rat model derived PK

(predicted trough lung concentrations) provided indirect evi-

dence for the underlying assumption of a similar relative

distribution of the compound in lung tissue between the rat

and the guinea pig. In addition, the use of total levels was

preferred over “free” in these PK/PD relationships, as the

phenomenon of rebinding31–33 likely operated for these

basic or cationic drugs and their membrane bound targets.

Therefore, diffusion of drug molecules away from their

unspecific binding sites (i.e., membranes), may allow them

to consecutively bind (again) to nearby membrane bound

receptors even when “bulk” unbound concentrations have

dropped to insignificant levels. The PK/PD modeling of

these relationships, separated out by pharmacological

class, revealed that in order to affect a similar clinical

response the beta-2 agonists needed less coverage over

the preclinical total lung IC50 compared to either the dual

action MABAs or muscarinic antagonists. In the latter case,

half-maximal clinical response was associated with a pre-

dicted lung concentration that was similar to the guinea pig

model lung IC50. This may be expected given the cross-

species similarity in potency and the anticipated direct PK/

PD relationship for antagonists. On the other hand, the

underprediction of the clinical effect from guinea pig in vivo

potency (histamine challenge model) for beta-2 agonists

may be due to complexities of agonist PK/PD relationships

or simply the fact that the size of the challenge in preclinical

pharmacology models is manipulated to allow the largest

window of effect to be observed. The translatability of dose

is, therefore, generally uncertain and the better cross-

species relationship for muscarinic antagonists could simply

be serendipitous.
The model was able to capture the accumulation in the

effect observed following multiple dosing for some of the

drugs, in particular for the dibasic MABAs, such as batefen-

terol with a predicted accumulation of lung trough concen-

tration of 15-fold. In contrast, drugs with only a minor

observed accumulation in effect were also predicted to

have a much lower accumulation of the lung trough concen-

tration after multiple dosing. This builds confidence in the

physiological relevance of the presented model. Last, the

predicted terminal lung half-lives for the various drugs are

consistent with the optimal bronchodilators dosing regimen

(e.g., the twice daily administered formoterol has a much

shorter terminal lung half-life (4 hours) compared to once

daily administered indacaterol (14 hours)). Overall, these

observations establish the translational value of the PK

Figure 5 (a) Predicted trough lung concentrations vs. trough placebo corrected change in forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1)
from baseline in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease for various inhaled doses and regimes of bronchodilators. (b) Sim-
ilar to a but with division of concentration term by in vivo guinea pig (GP) lung half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50). (c) Maxi-
mum effect (Emax) model fitting results (solid lines) of pulmonary pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic relationships at trough for various
bronchodilator drug classes, taken from b, and dashed lines indicate 95% confidence intervals. The arrows indicate the degree of accu-
mulation in going from single to multiple dosing (beta agonist (BA): indacaterol 300 mg; muscarinic antagonist (MA): glycopyrronium
25 mg; and muscarinic antagonist/beta-2 agonist (MABA): batefenterol 800 mg). CV, coefficient of variation.
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modeling approach and the preclinical PD models used to

assess the bronchoprotective effect.

Generalization of the modeling approach
The successful extrapolation of the approach to predict the

efficacy of inhaled bronchodilators to other target sites

remains to be seen but we speculate that similar findings

are anticipated when lung smooth muscle tissue is involved

in combination with soluble compounds, as is the case for

the studied bronchodilator drugs and recent pulmonary

administered platelet-derived growth factor receptor inhibi-

tors.11 In cases of pulmonary administration of poorly solu-

ble compounds, physiologically based pharmacokinetic

approaches34 may offer a better alternative than the pre-

sented compartmental approach, because processes like

mucociliary clearance are more easily modeled.

CONCLUSION

The modeling approach developed with the inclusion of a

deep lung compartment was shown to allow translation of

pulmonary PK across animal species to man for a large set

of soluble inhaled bronchodilator drugs with a wide range of

physicochemical, pharmacological, and PK properties. Fur-

thermore, the observed correlation between predicted lung

concentration and clinical lung function efficacy data sug-

gests that the modeling approach has the potential to guide

the development of novel inhaled soluble drugs and support

the estimation of human inhaled therapeutic dose and dose

regimen.
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